
EXECUTIVE 
INNOVATION BOOTCAMP
The Waikato Innovation Park has partnered with the University of Waikato to  
deliver a seven part programme to drive growth and innovation in your organisation

Innovation is driven by you - by people and teams - not 
bureaucracy and processes. To lead growth in your 
organisation through innovation, you need to understand 
your businesses capabilities and areas for development.

This programme will re-inject an innovative mind-set into 
your organisation. Hear from leading innovators in New 
Zealand, learn from real case studies, and network with 
likeminded people in this highly practical programme.

Register now to secure your place at  
execed.ac.nz/innovation

Programme Delivery
Location Waikato Innovation Park, Ruakura, Hamilton 
Duration May to July 2018 
Format Sessions held fortnightly on Thursday 12:30 - 5pm

Investment
The “What is your Innovation Score?” session is FREE, with 
no obligation to continue on with the full programme

The cost of the programme is $4,990* incl GST

*Those eligible for the full NZTE Development Vouchers Scheme 
can apply for a further 50% discount off the regular price
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Bootcamp Journey - (full schedule on reverse)
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Innovation Practitioners include:



BOOTCAMP SCHEDULE
3 May
What is  

your Innovation 
Score?

This introductory session encourages attendees to think about their current innovation focus and the scope of 
products/services that their businesses offer. In partnership with Callaghan Innovation, workshop attendees will 
complete a comprehensive “Test of Innovation” and start to explore current business and industry positions as a spring 
board for future innovation.

17 May
Innovation to  

grow the 
Organisation

Innovation is difficult to do well. This session encourages attendees to think about their current innovation focus and 
the scope of products and services that their businesses offer. Are there opportunities to shift from a product-centric 
view of innovation to a broader service solution perspective, where consumer value can be offered beyond the point-
of-sale. Emphasis will be placed on common innovation challenges and the importance of evaluating the businesses 
current position before attempting to reignite their innovative capacity.

31 May
Laying the 

Foundations 
for a Culture of 

Innovation

How does innovation currently work? This session forces attendees to think about the key people involved in the 
innovation process and who holds responsibility for overseeing innovative efforts. Senior leaders must establish 
an innovative culture by building an environment of trust, support and advocacy to tolerate failure that actively 
encourage experimentation and ‘out-of-the-box’ thinking. 

7 June
Identifying  
avenues for  

Value Creation

Maintaining a leadership position in a competitive environment requires a consistent focus on delivering superior value 
to your customers. This session focusses on the importance of developing attractive value propositions to retain and 
extend your customer-base. Attendees will be encouraged to focus on key capabilities that (they may not currently 
possess), but will be needed to support continual experimentation and delivery of novel value propositions.

21 June
Organising  

for Innovation:  
Risks, Ecosystems 

 and Networks

Innovation doesn’t take place in a vacuum. It requires connections and collaboration across internal and external 
boundaries. Innovation ecosystems offer businesses a way to access unique capabilities that can enhance the 
creation of customer value. The ecosystem perspective will allow attendees to reimagine connections and business 
opportunities, while simultaneously managing the unique risks that can emerge from interacting with a broader set of 
stakeholders. This approach will provide opportunities to test new business hypotheses and unlock novel innovation 
pathways.

5 July
Financial  

Aspects of 
Innovation &  

Future Innovation  
Pathways

Innovation is a dynamic concept that is applied in new and exciting ways across the globe. This session will explain the 
importance of capturing the value you create. This includes means of assessing your cost and revenue assumptions 
and a discussion on how to secure funding to support your innovation initiatives. The aim is to motivate attendees to 
think about their innovation agenda on a larger scale as a way to enhance their growth prospects..

19 July
Your  

Innovation  
Roadmap

Bringing together your learning into an innovation roadmap for your business that outlines your current approach to 
innovation, how to re-orientate your business towards innovation and finally capture the value from your innovative 
efforts in the future. This will include:
• Current business focus on innovation
• Current innovation responsibilities
• Building an innovation culture
• Unique value propositions
• Target customers

• Gaps in capabilities to deliver value propositions
• Innovation ecosystem and collaborative opportunities
• Competitive threats
• Risks, Cost and revenue assumptions


